Concern:

This is to acknowledged your claim informations attached to Reference Number "CRSA871". Your reference number and claims informations has been successfully verified and confirmed. Please find follow the informations attached to your reference number:

Reference Number: CRSA871
Batch Number: 73/12/90
Serial number: CCA/EN/91
Winning Numbers: 3, 11, 19, 6, 12, 41 Bonus Ball 9
Winning Amount: US$ 500,000.00

Name:

The Coca-Cola Company is an American multinational beverage corporation and manufacturer, retailer and marketer of nonalcoholic beverage concentrates and syrups, which is headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia. The company is best known for its flagship product Coca-Cola, invented in 1886 by pharmacist John Stith Pemberton in Columbus, Georgia. Throughout 2012, Coca-Cola contributed $1,700,500 to a $46 million.

Sustainability has to be part of everything we do, in the areas of water, emissions, waste and recycling. People have to be part of everything we do, both in the communities we operate in and with our employees. Not just today, but tomorrow and in the future. Our goal is simple. We will try and give back as much as we take - or, where possible, more than we take. This is what we call Live Positively. The Coca Cola Promotions 2014 is jointly sponsored by Honda Group and Armani Designs.

NOTE: The Coca Cola Company has discovered a huge number of double claims due to winners informing close friends, lawyers and banks about their winning and also sharing their winning information. As a result of this, these people try to claim the lottery on behalf of the real winners. The COCA COLA GROUPS have lost millions of dollars on this fraudulent people, and has reached a decision from headquarters that any double claim discovered by the Coca Cola Company will result to the promotion office cancelling that particular winning. You are hereby advice to keep your winnings keep your winning informations confidential. The informations of our Past and Present winners are protected from identity fraud and thereby
will not be given to anybody upon request without a written consent of our winners.

Your preferred mode of receiving your prize has been noted and a Cheque/Bank Draft has been issued in your name and it is ready for delivery.

You are required to contact MR HARRY BRUMA of Global Logistics Freight Services (Our Affiliated Delivery Company) for delivery costs and pickup of your parcel.

Contact Details:
Global Logistics Freight Services
Contact Person: MR HARRY BRUMA (International Delivery Co-ordinator)
E-mail: delivery@glfswwww.com
Tel: +27610937228

NOTE: Confirm and Send your Complete Correct delivery address (21 Elmbridge Place Ohwata Rotorua 3010 New Zealand.) to the courier company. It is very important that you contact the courier company via email even if you still have to call to confirm. Use your winning Ref#: CRSA871 as the subject of your email to enable MR. HARRY to respond in a timely manner.

It is very important that you keep me posted on proceedings with the courier company.

Congratulations once again on your victory.

COCA COLA PROMO
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